
Cable Management

Open space office is now a future trend, instead of screen partiions.  
It gives more flexibility, communication and less tension office environment. 
Normally we have two ways to do the cable management.

. 

Another solution: lay out the cable througth the fours side of the room.

Traditional Way 
Bury the cable under the flooring. It is 
neat when it covered. 
When the plug inserted into the outlet, 
the cover is also pushed up.  
The position is fixed. If you move the 
table in the future, your legs are easy to 
touch it or step on it.  
It is very trouble. We actually not 

The cables are grouped from 
the ceiling and goes down 
along the wall.  
It contained in the white box 
and fixed on the floor, then 
leads to each group of desks.  
It is in the middle of the 
group desk, like four desks, 
then it is totally hided inside, 
and not be seen. 



Except fix the white cable management box, we also have the flexible wire management.
It can be moved according to your table position. 

To manage the cables and lines very neat and clear, you also need to manage the lines from the 
table tops. On this aspect, it needs your IT people to do it. After all table tops are positioned well. 
You people move it, the IT guys should arrange or teach people how to manage the cables. 
We have meet a lot of companies, they have good cable management, but seldom welly use it. 
We also can provide the service to group the lines. 

This plastic click can easy to 
group all cables and lines 
together.  
It can be move according to 
your table. 

Cables for computer, 
telephone, etc can be put 
into the grommet in the table 

There is a cable tray underneath the 
table top. All plugs, outlet,  and cables 
are nested in the cable tray, then it 
managed through the cable 



Finally, the 
modesty panel  
will cover the 
cable tray. It is 
very clear and 
neat, when 
the tables are 
placed 
together.  
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